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G L O B A L L E E

Thank you for reading this eBook.  If you are like most of us, you

frequently feel lots of stress and not enough energy. Each of us have too

much on our plate and we juggle work, home, family, friends, church,

sports and hobbies.  Life is busy!  Life can be overwhelming! 

 

A lack of energy and too much stress have become a part of everyday

life. Recently the World Health  Organization declared stress a

"worldwide epidemic". It is behind 60% of human health issues and 3

out of 4 doctor’s visits. 

 

This epidemic has to stop. 

 

While your body is designed to experience and react to stress, when you

 experience negative stress (distress) without relief then tension builds,

 weakening your body’s metabolic systems. 

 

The sad thing is most people don't know how to avoid stress, how to

combat a lack of energy or how to boost and support their body’s

metabolic systems. 

 

In this eBook we will walk you through a complete guide to eliminating

 distress in your life, improving positive energy and supporting healthy

metabolic systems.  

 

At GLOBALLEE, Inc., we also believe that life is wonderful!  We can 

 tackle life’s challenges, take action and accomplish great things,

together. 

 

Thank You,

Sincerley,  
Globallee



FULLY INVEST  

IN YOURSELF

Let’s pretend we are talking about the stock market. One stock offers a 30%

 chance of return, another stock a 75% chance of return. Which one would

 you pick? I know. It’s a silly question. But is it? Let us explain. 

 

When you don’t fully invest in yourself, your body feels the effect of “low

returns”.   No matter your ambitions, your goals, your capability,  you have to

invest in yourself or stress and life will weigh you down. 

 

The National Institutes of Health states, “Stress is a physical and emotional

reaction that people experience as they encounter changes in life. Stress is a

normal feeling. However, long-term stress may contribute to or worsen a

range of health problems including digestive disorders, headaches, sleep

disorders, and other symptoms. Stress may worsen asthma and has been

linked to depression, anxiety, and other mental illnesses.” 

 

Let us help you help yourself. Invest in yourself with the core strategies found

 in this eBook. Rediscover your health, create opportunities, and embrace

 your potential. 



HEALTHY MIND 

Are you tired of forgetting where you put your keys?  Frustrated because you

can’t seem to find the solution to a problem you have been working on for

weeks? Mental fog is real and something we have all experienced at one time

or another.  

 

Greater mental clarity and increased energy can be achieved within a few

short days simply by making a few changes to your diet and lifestyle. Start

simply by taking TAKA, a health drink designed with you in mind. 

Tumeric

Root

Ionic

Minerals
Hibiscus

If you want to take on your

son's algebra equation,

tumeric is for you. Tumeric

helps improve brain

functionality and decreases

the likelihood of brain

diseases.

How do you think superman

gained his superpowers? He took

Ionic minerals. In all seriousness,

Ionic Minerals keep your bones,

muscles, heart and brain working

properly. Drink up!

Ahhh, hibiscus. Our body's long-

lost best friend. Not  only does

Hibiscus taste great, but it helps

your body  feel great as well.

Hibiscus supports a healthy

immune system and gut health. 



5 STEPS TO MENTAL CLARITY



HEALTHY BODY 

Investing in yourself means investing in your physical health as well as your

 mental health. We believe that both Physical health and Mental health are

directly related, and can be improved through good nutrition.    

 

Paying attention to what you put into your body will help you feel better,

 handle stress better, improve your focus, and create positivity in your life. 

 

Globallee's product TAKA was designed with you in mind. With ingredients

 promoting mental clarity, healthy energy, and gut health, TAKA is your daily

 solution to investing in yourself and rediscovering health. 

Aloe

Vera
Rhodiola Fucoidan

Fucoidan is harvested in the

North Atlantaic Ocean and near

the island of Okinawa in Japan.

 Some of these areas, near

Fucoidan rich waters have the

longest life spans of anywhere in

the world.  It is rich in nutrients

that support healthy metabolic

processes in your body. 

Adaptagens have been used for

thousands of years to improve

health.  They support the

immune system and help the

body and mind combat stress.

 Rhodiola rosea is a powerful

adaptagen and delivers

immediate results. 

Aloe is considered Nature’s

Miracle Plant.  It contains

hundreds of micro nutrients

that help to support a healthy

immune system.  When you

use Aloe Vera, your body feels

better. 



HEALTHY LIFESTYLE 

Healthy lifestyle is all about balance.

Finding balance in your career,

personal life, family life, hobbies, and

more. Use the below list to help you

find balance and invest in yourself.

Drink TAKA Daily 

 

Think POSITIVELY 

Find MOTIVATION

Live BETTER

Practice RELAXATION 



G L O B A L L E E

Hi Again,

Sincerley,  
Globallee

Thanks again for sticking with us through this eBook. If you take away

anything,  remember that we are sincerely grateful that you took the time

to read this eBook.  We created our business, GLOBALLEE, and our product,

TAKA, with you in mind.     

 

TAKA is packed with Superfood powders including Hibiscus, Goji berry,

 Blueberry, Orange Juice, Beet Root, Acai berry, Pomegranate Juice,

 Mangosteen and Cranberry Juice. 

 

TAKA contains Nutrient Rich Adaptagen support and Immune System

 support from Fucoidan Brown Algae, Rhodiola Rosea, Maqui Berry, Aloe

 Vera Gel, Ionic minerals and Turmeric Root. 

 

Through practicing the 3-steps listed in this eBook and focusing on a

 healthy mind, a healthy body, and a healthy lifestyle you can conquer

 stress, rediscover health and create positive opportunities. 

 

At GLOBALLEE, Inc., we believe that life is about Rising Up and Taking

Action!.  We believe that life is wonderful and that we can accomplish

great things, together. 

 

Sincerley,  
Globallee



CONTACT US
Drop us a line! We'd love to chat, send you a free sample, and connect.

www.globallee.com

support@globallee.com

@GloballeeInc

@GloballeeInc

@GloballeeInc

Globallee, Inc


